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RESTRICTION OF CHARITABLE APPEALS OVERSEAS

The Home Office announces that a Defence Regulation made on July 23

is of importance to any charity in this country which is contemplating

making any appeal for help to countries overseas. In view of strong

representations received as to the difficulties caused in those countries

by uncontrolled appeals sent to them by charities in this country, the new

Regulation prohibits persons in the United Kingdom from making appeals in

other countries for donations or subscriptions in money or in kind, or from

instructing, requesting or inducing persons overseas to make an appeal for

a United Kingdom charity or to raise money by means of a bazaar, sale,
entertainment or exhibition, or by any similar means, for such a charity,

unless the permission of the Secretary of State is obtained.

The Regulation provides that permission shall not be granted if it

appears that the appeal might be prejudicial to the relations between the

United Kingdom and the country In which it is to be made by reason of its

being unwelcome in that country or interfering with similar charitable

appeals organised in that country,

Where permission is granted, requirements may be imposed for preventing

any prejudicial consequences - including requirements as to satisfactory

administration and to secure that the proposals for the appeal are proper

in respect of method, time and duration.

Promoters of charitable enterprises who have received a geoat volume

of support and generous donations from countries overseas, notably from the

United States of America and the Empire, will recognise that the extension

of the war, and the consequent increase in the number of charitable appeals

addressed from many other quarters to the public in countries overscan,

justifies the restriction of appeals overseas from this country. If,

however, the promoters of a charity in the United Kingdom think they have a

sufficient case for making an appeal overseas, application for permission

may be addressed, where the headquarters of a charity is in England or Wales

to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, or where it is in Scotland,

to tho Secretary, Scottish Home Department, Edinburgh.

The new Regulation (Statutory Rules and Orders, 1942, No. 1442) may

be obtained from the Stationery Office, or through any cookselder, price 2d.
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